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The 000-417 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 000-417 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 000-417 exam is very challenging, but with our 000-417 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 000-417 exam on your FIRST TRY!
IBM 000-417 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 000-417 exam
- Try a demo before buying any IBM exam
- 000-417 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 000-417 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 000-417 tested and verified before publishing
- 000-417 exam questions with exhibits
- 000-417 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring IBM certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 000-417 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 000-417 test is an important part of IBM certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 000-417 exam is essential and core part of IBM certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 000-417 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your IBM 000-417 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 000-417 now!
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QUESTION: 1
Which two connectors are automatically available when defining a data source to Information
Analyzer? (Choose two.)

A. ODBCConnector
B. JDBCConnector
C. DataStageConnector
D. WebSphereMQConnector

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 2
Which analysis builds a complete set of all the column pairs between primary key columns and
remaining selected columns in selected tables?

A. column analysis
B. foreign key analysis
C. cross table analysis
D. primary key analysis

Answer: B

QUESTION: 3
Which three methods can be used to review the results of domain analysis? (Choose three.)

A. Examine each value individually.
B. Specify a range to determine the validity of the values.
C. Compare all of the values to the values in a reference table.
D. Specify a conditional test to determine the validity of the values.
E. Create an automated script to check the validity of values based on business requirements.

Answer: A, B, C

QUESTION: 4
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Given a review of a new column analysis, which review processes must be completed in
sequence?

A. domain analysis, then format analysis
B. format analysis, then properties analysis
C. domain analysis, then rebuild inferences
D. properties analysis, then classification analysis

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
Which statement is true with regards to publishing analysis results?

A. Reference tables can be created then published and accessed using QualityStage.
B. Categories can be created then published and accessed using Business Glossary.
C. The accepted primary and foreign keys can be published then accessed using DataStage.
D. The candidate primary and foreign keys can be published then accessed using Business
Glossary.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
You are installing Information Analyzer and plan to use DB2 as the analysis database, which
statement is true?

A. The analysis database is automatically created at installation.
B. You must install the analysis database after you install the suite.
C. The analysis database DSN is automatically created at installation.
D. You must configure the analysis database before you install the suite.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
Which two roles must be assigned to a user to complete the configuration of Information
Analyzer? (Choose two.)
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A. data administrator
B. project administrator
C. database administrator
D. production administrator

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 8
What must be installed prior to Audit Stage?

A. .NET Framework
B. Information Server
C. Java Run-time Environment
D. Microsoft Data Access Components

Answer: D

QUESTION: 9
What are two valid ways of connecting Audit Stage to a database? (Choose two.)

A. JDBC
B. federation
C. Information Analyzer
D. direct database connection

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 10
For a data quality assessment project, which three roles are involved throughout the
assessment? (Choose three.)

A. data modeler
B. data analyst
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